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POLITIGAL ZIONISM

'The Hebrew Standard,'
'

Sydney.

Dear Sir,

In specially asking the serious atten

tion of the Jewish Community to the sub

ject of Political Zionism at this juncture ?

I wish to make my purpose clear.

With all my Australian co-religionists
.

I share to the full their deep and sincere

anxiety for the rescue and salvation -so

far as humanly possible of the 'Mori-

turi'1 millions of Jewish victims and all

other the millions of oppressed and tor

tured peoples in Hitler's sadistic power

or control. ,

But I am perfectly convinced that the

present and future fate of the Jews of

the World, both the potential and actual

refugees, and even those who happily are

far outside the danger zone of Nazism

and the countries at present under' its

coercive influence is most seriously pre

' judiced by the advocacy »pf Political

Zionism in any form and under- any

guise. .It is, a peril whether presented

openly and independently, or as a subtle
'

'background to the picture we have lately

had of £he policy and attitude of the two

great Democratic Governments and their

. Bermuda Representatives.

Political Zionism as it is pursued to

day is from even the low standard of a

selfish point of view imprudent to an

astonishing degree. It is founded on

principles that bear a striking resemb

lance to' the slanderous doctrines that

Hitler put forward as justifying Anti

Semitism. Its advocacy is inconsistent
^

'with other 'demands' . that . are legiti

mate and are already granted by demo

cratic nations. The 'Demand' for

Palestine as a, 'Jewish. State,' is so far

from being uniform in various Contin-
'

ents as to be self-contradictory in the

means proposed, and in two of them' is'

decidedly anti-British. It is moreover

-

highly dangerous to the Empire, harass

ing to the British Government in a criti

cal hour; it is unjust to another great
People; and in view of the consequences

that have been plainly, repeatedly and
i

authoritatively pointed out, is ungrate

ful to the Christian world. -Finally,, it is



ful to the Christian world. -Finally,, it is

/impossible, but the incessant attempt to

attain it detracts from the noble prin
ciples of our Religion. I do not rest

content with merely stating these ob

jections; I shall treat of them each In

turn. .?'?'???

' - What Is Political Zionism?

The one feature that is invariable in

the varying 'demands' of Political

Zionism is that in some way, directly or

indirectly, Palestine is to be converted

,

?'
? into an autonomous 'Jewish -State' or

'Jewish Commonwealth.' That is sought
to be reached in one of two ways, the
direct or the indirect.

.First; and preferably in 'the minds of

\ '. Its advocates, it is urged that Palestine
^'

,

,

'

should be legally in some way not yet
,'y' defined, constituted' an autonomous
?n-y'

.
? 'Jewish State.' That necessarily means

;'
s1'''-. that the only citizens are Jews, for.

f-v'1- *,
? otherwise the title would mean nothing.

i

*' '

The only inhabitants of Palestine to be.
[y '

'

'

invested with political power must in

7, - that event be Jews, either originally of

(-,.(r
,

that faith or by conversion. That is evl

y\ , dent on the surface by present day law.
f'/ '

But.it was as Chief Rabbi Herzog of
,;. '.'?'.

Ireland has pointed out, one of the main
'.V,,-. Institutions of the ancient Jewish law.

V All other inhabitants would be 'the
?'

!

governed' only, until conversion, they
:

-

_;

'

j
-

would be unemancipated, and without
?y).^ -

any power of the vote, or even of man
U, ;\ r

?

agement except that which was granted
??

' to them by the Jewish population by law.
?

,

'
i1

, To put the converse case for a moment.
C' Suppose Palestine were constituted a
*

Moslem State, then Jews could never be
:J-'

, t
,

cltladen*,' they would be politically as they

? ?

\

'

' '

i .

' '\
,

!

?were in England before emancipation, and .

perhaps worse off. That is the Direct

Method.

The alternative course that is sought

as an indirect method of securing Jewish

government of Palestine is the Immigra

tion 'demand.' That demand is not

confined to the admission of a substan

tial number of Jewish immigrants con

sistently with not 'swamping' the

Arabs as has been frequently expressed,

but it is to force the British Govern

ment, even at the peril of arousing Mos

ment, even at the peril of arousing Mos

lem hostility everywhere, to throw open

wide the doors of Palestine to unlimited

Jewish immigration, and under Jewish

Control. This is going to the EXTREME:

It would; of course, secure an over

whelming and permanent majority of

Jews over the Arabs, and thereby con

stitute Palestine in fact a 'Jewish State.'

The Arabs in Palestine and Moslems

.there and. in other Countries whose atti

tude in this war and afterwards is of

the utmost importance to the Empire are

definitely antagonistic to either method

of creating a Jewish domination over the

Arab population of Palestine, and re

sist both 'demands.'

The Foundation of the 'Demands.'

The foundation of the 'demands,'

whether in
?

Palestine, America, Eng- .

land, or Australia, for Palestine as

a 'Jewish State' is' ;

that the

JEWISH PEOPLE ALL OVER THE

WORLD ARE ONE NATION. It 1b claim

ed that they are a distinct nation, that

Palestine is their 'Homeland,' that

wherever they may be elsewhere they

are 'Exiles,' are 'homeless,' are 'Wan-

derers,' or even as in .an address to

Jewish Youth in Australia, are 'slaves,'

and in another Address' are told they are

leading 'an abnormal life,'

How sane, patriotic, Australian Jews

can listen, not merely without remons

trance, but even with approbation, to

such senseless absurdities, to such iin

Australian deliverances, passes my com

prehension. But some do'.
'

How parents

can permit the Jewish Youth of Australia

to imbibe such doctrines is, to me, in

conceivable.

Sometimes in adult circles and gather
ings as reported in the Jewish Press, we

find quoted in support of a Jewish State1

two well-known lines from the i37th

Psalm, without the slightest regard to

their context or historical significance

Enthusiastic Zionists repeat these lines

with a fervour that does infinite credit

to their religious devotion, but with an

utter fprgetfulness of their
'

inapplic
ability to the political situation of this

century or the condition of the Jewish

people in the world , of to-day,: and it

refers to the Babylonian captivity. It

records that the 'tormentors' of the

Jews in Babylon asked of them: 'Sing
us one of the songs of Zion.' The ans



us one of the songs of Zion.' The ans

wer was: j . '.'???.

'How shall we sing the Lord's song

In aj FOREIGN LAND?'

Then comes in' the exclamation:
.if I forget thee, O Jerusalem

;

Let my right hand forget its cunning,

. Let my tongue cleave to the roof of my

mouth ?
?

.If I. remember ;Thee not; If I set not

Jerusalem

Above my; chief est joy.'

The Jews were captives, unwilling

dwellers in a Foreign Land; in sub

jection; they' were Allen.

Do the enthusiastic quoters of the

third and fourth lines I have mentioned

regard Australia as a Foreign Land?

Do they regard themselves as Aliens?
Is Australia not their homeland? Have

they now, or have they ever had during
the years that it was possible without

prohibition, the' desire to leave Aus
tralia and live in Palestine? Can they,

lay their hands, upon their hearts and

declare that 'if they set not a political

Jerusalem above their chiefest joy, they

hope their right hand may lose its cuii

ning, and that their tongue may cleave

to the roof of their mouth?
;

,-.

As an Australian Jew, 1 resent the epi
thets 'homeless,' 'exiles,' 'wanderers'

and 'slave.' I resent the necessary impli
cation of them that. Australia is for the

Jewish Community a 'foreign land' and

that Jerusalem calls us to it as our poli

tical 'Homeland.'

These doctrines of Political Zionism

might well have been taken as a para

phrase from Hitler's 'Mein Kampf.' I

made . a point of that in earlier letters

on the subject. Listen again to Hitler

writing of the Jews. He' says of the

Jew: 'He can live_ among other nations

and States only so long as he succeeds

in persuading them' that they are not a

distinct people, but the representatives

of a religious faith, who thus constitute

a religious community . .

.' 'The peo

ple who grant him hospitality may be

led to believe that the Jew among them

is ai genuine Frenchman for instance, an

Englishman or German or Italian who

just happens to belong to a religious de

nomination which is different from that

in those . .
;

prevailing in those countries'.' . .
;

'Jewry has always been a nation of a

definite racial character and never dif

ferentiated mere^ by the fact of belong

ing to a certain religion.' 'A SECTION

OF THE JEWS AVOWS ITSELF QUITE,
OPENLY AS AN ALIEN PEOPLE.' He

goes on to state that he there refers to,

THE ZIONISTS.

If the Political Zionists are right that

we are 'homeless' and 'exiles', and

'wanderers,' that we live
. everywhere

but in Palestine an' 'abnormal life,' that

'Only in Palestine can we be at-home,'
that it is Palestine that is our 'home-

land,' what possible answer can be made

to Hitler? The real answer 'to him is

that what he' says and what the political

Zionists say is NOT TRUE. I ask
, my

fellow Jews in Australia: Why play into

Hitler's hands by such pestilent doc

trines as. have been poured into the ears

of our Jewish Youth? They must tend

to weaken their Australian patriotism.

Their Effect on Anti-Semitism.

The Extreme Zionist doctrines promul
gated are fuel for the fire of Anti

Semitism. This was recently, in mem

orable terms, pointed out in the .House

of Lords. On September 10, 1942, the

Earl of Listowel put the position with

perfect clarity in a speech that should

be' taken to heart by all Australian

Jewry who are not deaf to kindly but

candid warnings, or blind to the perils

to which those doctrines would expose

them. He said: 'The Nazi doctrine that .

the Jews of the present day are a sep

arate racial type whose inherent in

feriority should be acknowledged by

something akin to a slave status in

society has its adherents all over the

world.'

'The Anti-Semites. in this country (and
there are many of them) are among the

spiritual cousins of the German Nazis

and the Italian, Fascisti.'

'It cannot be too often said, I think,

that such theories have no scientific

foundation whatever, and that they are

one of the most pernicious and anti

social inventions of anthropological

mythology.' ?-....'

'Curiously enough — it does not seem

to have been very frequently pointed out

—ANTI-SEMITISM AND JEWISH NA

TIONALISM HAVE A CERTAIN AM

OUNT IN



OUNT IN COMMON. Both regard the

Jews as a Separate People from the

Gentiles, and) as STRANGERS AND

ALIENS. in whatever country they may

have settled over however long a period

of time. They each- therefore have the

EFFECT— though not, of course, so

strongly in the. case of Jewish National

ism—of ENCOURAGING that unfair dls

-crimination between Jews and non-Jews

in social life which one hopes will dis

appear as
. completely . as the artificial ?

barrier which for many centuries divid.H

ed Catholics and Protestants!' H

'When it is generally, if not univer- 1
sally realised that the Jews are in fact |
.A RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY like the I
Catholic .or Nonconformist- sects, aniifl

that this is THE ONLY SUBSTANTIAL1 H
DIFFERENCE between: them and

usjfl

they are bound to be accorded full I
equality of treatment — to enjoy in prao.. I
tice as well as in theory all their right* I
and privileges of citizenship.' I

I ask seriously is it not time, even' I
on the lower ground of the true material I
welfare of the members of the Jewish I
community, to abjure the ridiculous and H
even pestilential doctrines that I have! I
pointed to of 'homelessness,'. 'exile' and

i

I
the like?

.
?

How different they are from the I
patriotic declarations of Claude Monte- I
fiore, and of Gollancz, whose words re- I
ferring to Britain, 'I know no other, B
country,'- proclaim his political creed, ?

while he still finds the fullest scope for ?
his

'

religious devotion and his human ?

sympathy. ..-'?-?' .
I

How different too from, the teachings I
of the ancient Rabbis. Schechter in his I
Rabbinic Theology, says: 'We must re. I
member that Israel is not a nation in I
the common sense of the word.' To the I
Rabbis, at least, it is not a nation by I
virtue of race or of certain peculiar polt I
tical combination. As R. Saadya

ex-j-1

pressed it: 'Because our nation is only a I
nation by reason of its Torah.' -I

As we know, our venerable Chief Rab- I

bi has in his Book of Jewish Thoughts
I

(2nd Edition, p. 107) incorporated both
I

Schechter's reference to the Rabbis, and I

the declaration
.

of R. Saadya^ 1

To give .any colour of justification to
I

To give .any colour of justification to
I

Hitler's slanderous imputations, by
I

segregating the Jewish, people, andjl

claiming Palestine 'as our political
I

'homeland,' by posing as 'exiles,'
I

'wanderers' and 'slaves' is ihcontest-
I

ably the very pinnacle of imprudence,-!
I

and contrary to the ancient teaching of.J

the Fathers of our Faith.
.

I

In Leading Articles that have frem
I

time to time appeared in your- journal,'
I

the :'Hebrew Standard' has
clearly,!

shown the weaknesses, follies, the con-
I

tradictions. and the dangers of political I

Zionism. It is satisfactory to know that
I

another important Jewish Journal has
I

.strongly supported that position. I quote
j

from the 'Westralian Judean'' for Janu-
I

'

ary, 1942, and
;

referring to some letters
I

I wrote at that time, on the subject. I

am sure no' one1- will think, 'the quotation

is from a personal point of'yiew. It Js

solely for the1 cause of our common wel

fare as citizens of this country. The

leading article at p. 2 says:

'

'Men like. Sir Isaac Isaacs, Lord Read

»Jng, Lord Samuel, have resolved their

Jewishness in the simple belief in Jewry

. as a faith. The motion is free from all
'

.political attributes. It accepts the glory

and the justifications of Jewry as a faith

and a'
way of life. It carries no buntings,

It has no flag. Their nationality
is

British, their faith is Jewish. When
;

Jewry begins to accept any other defini

tion of itself and its destiny, it must

accept the consequences that ensue from

its choice. .The consequences that are

necessarily contained in the acceptance

of Jewry as a scattered nation,' and
?

Palestine as the ultimate political Jewish

State are self-evident. The idea is not

treasonable in itself.

It only becomes untenable1 and intol

erable when it finds its expression In

peopfe who have accepted the citizenship

of one country, and1 murmur' for an

; after the last war, so far as it concerns

other.'

There is much more of value in that

Article but what I have quoted is .suffi

cient. It places the position remarkably

well.*

The Inconsistency of Political Zionism.

A so-called 'Ambassador' referred in

v

-
'



I

it speech
in! 1941 in Sydney to two Jew- ?

..

I

lsh 'fundamental demands,' namely:
I

'(1) Equal rights' as citizens in all coun
I

tries of the world; and (2) Palestine a*

I

our National Home.'
I

in other words: Political equality for
I

Jews everywhere, no exception being
I

made even as to Moslem countries; and
I

yET: No such equality for Moslems or

I

Christians in Palestine.
'

'

I

How can Australian Jewry support the
I

principle of exclusive political suprem
I

acy of Palestine inhabitants of the Jew
I

tea faith over the other inhabitants of
I

that country? Those who advocate that
I

principle adopt another Hitler doctrine.
I

They advocate making the Jews the Her
I

renvolk of Palestine, and all others «ub
I

ordinates
? politically silent.

I '

if they concede political equality,
I

they abandon the word 'Jewish' from
I

the title of the political organism and
I

make it what the British Government
I

have declared it irrevocably to be 'A
I

Palestinian State.'
I

In plain Australian, that Zionist claim
I

besides being inconsistent is wholly UN
I

DEMOCRATIC, and I denounce
!

it as

I

contrary to all that the United Nations
I

stand for. .'.'....-.'
I

. Some Anti-British Elements of the -

I

General Zionist Movement.

As I recently indicated in quoting Mr.

Rosenwald's statement in 'Life,' the

official Zionist platform in America

'Demands' that a Jewish body be vested

with control of immigration into Pales

tine ... and that Palestine be establish

ed as a Jewish Commonwealth integrated

in the structure of the new democratic
[

werld. ?

'

That is to say the Mandate is to be

disregarded, it is to be taken out Of

Britain's hands, and the 'Jewish Com

monwealth' is to be integrated — not in

to the British Commonwealth but — into

'the
. new democratic world.'- How its

undemocratic political character will fit

into a democratic world, is not explained.

From the 'Canadian Jewish Chronicle'

of May 15, 1942, we learn of a very de

cided Anti-British trend at a Confer

ence called by the American Emergency

Committee' for Zionist affairs. Mr. Ben

Gorton, Chairman of the Jewish Agency

'The which was

?Executive, said: 'The task which was

entrusted to Great Britain in Palestine

after the war, so far as it concerns

the Jewish people, should now be hand

ed over to the Jewish people themselves

—which means that. all. Immigration and

colonization should be entrusted to the

Jews themselves, to an Agency of the

whole Jewish people.'

Sentiments of that character so open

ly expressed apparently moved. the late

Lord Wedgwood, whose memory we must

sincerely cherish for' his sympathetic

sentiments towards Jewish sufferings, to.

broadcast to America suggesting the

transfer of the Mandate to the United

States. I have not observed any objec
tion by Zionists to that proposal. But

in 'the House of Lords,- Lord Listowel

made it clear that the Labour Party in

no manner of degree supported Lord

Wedgwood's broadcast. He said that,

the Labour Party could not support
*

policy leading to the probability of civil

war in any part of the Empire at tWe

most critical moment in the struggle.

The critical, moment is not yet over;

and from the standpoint of the integrity,

of the British Empire, and the safety Of

Australia, it will continue as long as

the risk of antagonising the Moslem

populations of the world by a policy of

Jewish domination over the,, Arabs, of

Palestine remains. .
'?

?

The Extremists seem to have given
no thought to this danger, to say noth

ing of the injustice.
.

But in
.
the same debate, Lord Cran

bourne plainly declared that the Gov

ernment did not intend to abandon the

Mandate.

I should hare thought the smallest

consideration would recognise that Pal

estine is an essential link in Imperial

communications.:
*

'

,

Again at Syracuse, N.Y.,
?

the 'Cana-

dian Jewish Chronicle' of November 20,

1942, records that Rabbi Silver, an out

Standing Zionist leader, in an address

to a Zionist meeting, 'Voiced,'- as it is

said, 'the DEMAND that Palestine be

placed under international control to en

able the rapid establishment of a Jew

ish majority or the immediate establish

ment of a Commonwealth based on the

possibility of a Jewish majority.' It



possibility of a Jewish majority.' It

is also stated, he said, that 'the inter

ference of the British Colonial Office

with the mandatory system under which

Palestine is governed must terminate.'

It is, added: 'Dr. Silver emphasised that

ZIONISM IS A POLITICAL AND NOT

A PHILANTHROPIC MOVEMENT, and

that its aim is to establish Pales

tine as a POLITICAL 'STATE

FOR THE JEWISH PEOPLE.'

Nothing could be plainer. Its

aim is to make Palestine a political

State for Australian Jews among others.

Can Australian Jews subscribe to that?

Dr. Silver leaves no doubt as to the aim

of Zionism as he, an outstanding leader,

understands it.1

rurning to .raiesime, your readers wiu

remember the recent 'demand' there for

an 'Exile Government'' to be located in

the United States.
'

These various 'demands' are made

because Mr. Churchill and his Govern

ment and previous Governments have re:

peatedly, firmly, and unequivocally de

clared that it is impossible to make

Palestine a 'Jewish State.' So the

World Zionist body has determined that,

if possible, Britain is to be side-tracked.

Coming to the Australian Zionist atti

tude, that has been somewhat watered
down. But it is interesting to see when

the last Conference met, and made it3

'demands' and the form they took.
.

'

The meeting took place just when the

House of Commons Debate of May 19,

1943, was to be entered upon. Whether

'it was intended to influence that debate

I am not in a position to offer any

opinion. .

The 'demands' included: —

.

(1) The immediate repeal of the White

Paper of 1939 and the Opening of the

doors of Palestine to free Jewish mass

immigration; and

(2) That that alone can solve the

problem of JEWISH HOMELESSNESS

IN THE WORLD.
'

No consideration appears in those de

mands for the danger to the Empire.

It was, however, stated in the Presi

dential Address that: 'After the War we

would 'demand' the establishment of a

Jewish Commonwealth within the frame

work of the British Commonwealth.'

The qualification of 'within the frame

work of the British Commonwealth'

looks as if it was felt that the larger

and more American

and infinitely more powerful American

body was treading on dangerous ground
so far as Australia was concerned.

But all the same, what was declared

and what was resolved for the present

and for the future, are elements of 'dis-

regard for the difficulties of the British

Government and the United Nations.

Such statements and 'demands' are cal

culated to create embarrassment, by

arousing Moslem antagonism. And fur

ther, they raise a doubt whether there

is an intention to deprive Great Britain

of the Mandate or whether the lawyers
of the Australian Zionists have overlook

/' ed some serious legal and constitutional

difficulties in, the way of carrying out

the qualified 'demand' approved by the

Conference. To these I shall refer later.

In the meantime I am wondering where

the 'homeless' participants in the Con

ference betook themselves after its ter

mination. -^

:

As in my previous letters, the empha
sis on words and passages is mine unless

the contrary is indicated.

(To be continued.)

Yours faithfully,
'

,
ISAAC A. ISAACS.


